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The Ist ICCCRE was held at Northern Illinois University in 1971. Fart of

the funding came from the US National Science Ebundation's Science Education
Directorate. Cne of the main purposes of that Conference was to bring to-

gether those at the forefront of bringing computers to the practice of

chemistry with those preparing the students of the day to become the

professional chemists of the future.

As was reinforced by the Arthur D. Little report (on the occasion of the

100th anniversary of the American Chemical Society in 1976) the ACS has two

principal purposes:

(a) the advancement of the science of chemistry and

(b) the education of chemists.

The PCS plays a role which is distinctive in the spectrum of major

scientific discipl....es. The ACS is thf. only major professional society in the

USA supporting its members active in all the aspects of the practice of the

science including industry, research and development, and education. The
coupling and interaction between the several components of the chemistry

establistment is facilitated - and enhanced - through the forum which is the
ACS.

Enter the computer - that entry first publicly identified,in 1951, by the

International Conference on Quantum Mechanical Methods in Valence Theory at

Shelter Island, New York. Just eight years later, in 1959, there happened

the first recorded incorporation of a computer application as a regular part

of a required undergraduate chemistry course (programming in machine

language to do data analysis as part of a physical chemistry laboratory).

Computer-based enchanoements to the practice of chemistry are being

introduoed and refined ac an ever increasing rate. However, it is likely
true that even those scholars leading the chemistry establishment toward

greater and greater insights into the ever expanding discipline we call

chemistry even they, cm the average - lag substantially behind in use of
state-of-the-art technologies a computer science and engineering and in

realization of the potential for technology transfer from discipline to

discipline via the vehicle of computer hardware/software.
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The problem (or loss of opportunity) is exacerbated in chemistry

education in the USA for three reasons:

(1) universities are distinctive in the major emphasis placed on research

activity which is large canpared with the emphasis on improving the

undergraduate program in chemistry. Those most likely to be at 'the

cutting edge' are least likely to be concerned with maintaining the

quality - and the currency - of undergraduate chemistry.

(2) Colleges, generally not having graduate programs, place greater

emphasis on undergraduate education and, of course, the undergraduate

research experience has been - and continues to be - the most valuable -

the 'integrating' - component in that process. But there the so-called

computer-based enchancements brought into the educational process tend

to be 'computerization' of B.C. (Before Computer) problem-solving

methods - hardly an attraction to bright young minds to enter a career
in chemistry.

(3) The quality of science and mathematics education and the level of

communication skills of graduates of the secondary - or feeder - schools
have fallen to an unacceptably lag level - so much so that colleges and

universities have had to give up sane of the already too little time in

the undergraduate chemistry curriculum for renediation programs.

The ACS has a joint Board-Council Committee on Professional Training

(CPr) which will celebrate its 50th anniversary at the Spring 86 National ACS
Meeting in New York. That committee of twelve sets standards for bachelor's

degree programs in chemistry. Currently 580 chemistry departments are on the

ACS/CPT approved list - 200 with the PhD. the highest degree offered;
130, the MS; and 250, the BS/BA. Those 580 (of the 1,100 or so in existence)

produce 10,000 (of the 11,000) bachelor's degreed persons every-year. Also

one should note that as those 580 have about 10,000 faculty the average rate

is one bachelors in chemistry per chemistry professor per year (in CFT-
approved chemistry departments).

The ACS /CPT revised its guidelines for approval of bachelor's degree

programs in chemistry in October, 1983. In preparation for that revision a
survey was made of a 112 department sample regarding computer support,

computer sophistication of the (sane 1,500) faculty, and canputer-based

enhancements to the practice of chemistry in their curricula. In addition
CPT solicited 'appendices' to those guidelines fran the technical ACS

Divisions. Three of the nine such (published in May, 1984) were from

Divisions whose members were already deeply involved with computers, namely;

Analytical Chemistry, Chemical Information and Computers in Chemistry. Those
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appendices listed concepts their members felt should be treated saaewhere in
the four year program together with sample questions by way of calibration

with respect to level and scope.

The ACS /CPT appendices reflect that CPT's members include researching

chemists from major universities and industry as well as chemists from
colleges. Thus CPT constitutes a forum overlapping research in chemistry and
education of chemists. The appendices were generated by the corresponding
technical divisions of the ACS: appended as an example is that produced by

the ACS Division of C,anputers in Chemistry. The reaction to that appendix

has been that much more is being called out for incluzion in the bachelor's

degree program than might reasonably be incorporated - yet - spokepersons for

the ACS Division of Chemical Education have recognized that appendix as a

target to be worked toward and a goal to be achieved.

Recently there was formed within the ACS the Computer Secretariat

whose membership includes six ACS Divisions as follows:

Analytical Chemistry

Chemical Education

Chemical Information

Computers in Chemistry

Industrial and Engineering Chemistry (in process)

Physical Chemistry.

Thus a formal computer - oriented coupling mechanism is coming into play within

the ACS In addition to better coordination of canputer-related activities

within the ACS, the Computer Secretariat makes it feasible for the chemistry

establisanent to speak to the other computer-focussed professions and policy
makers with a united voice. Examples are implementation of the ACS ComSci
Mask Force on Largescale Scientific Canputing recommendations, and the

application by the ACS tO the American Federation of Information Processing

Societies (AFIPS) for affiliateship (hopefully darter member status).

Computer-based electronic conferencing can reduce the intercommunication

barrier between all the components of ACS as well as between ACS and other
audiences. In particular, ACS has started a trial national network involving
a few ACS Committees such as the Committee on Professional Training. In

addition, with N.S.F. support, Project Seraphim based at Eastern Michigan

University has instituted CHYMET(tm) whereby participants in joint high

school-college chemistry teacher computers-in-education summer projects can

continue to communicate with each other during the academic year from their

respective institutions geographically distritxited al.1. over the USA. Finally
the concept of regional nodes dedicated to electronic conferencing,
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CHEMNET(tm), also has gained attention where the focus on local persons

communicating with local persons facilitates easy communication between

practicing scientists and science educators as well as making possible

enhancements to local ACS Section activities.

The Division of Computers in Chemistry, created eleven years ago by the
ACS, has- conducted a large number of symposia - most of them published -
dealing with some focussed area of computers in chemistry. The most recent

such publication appeared in September, 1984; Cormixter Education of Chemists

(Wiley-Intersciencei. A more recent activity of the ACS Division of Computers

in Chemistry is a further illustration of an initiative frau a technical

division toward opening r w vistas in chemistry education. At the April 85

ACS National Neeting in ..iami Beach, Florida, the Symposium on Academic

Programs in Computational Chemistry drew several papers illustrating a variety

of responses to the overlap between 'computer science' and chemistry. Perhaps

the most broadly based presentation was that by Professor Michele Scu llane of

Southeastern Massachusetts University(SMtO. She described haw they had

augmented chemistry courses via the laboratory (in analytical, instrumental

and physical chemistry) with both data reduction as well as on-line computer
applications. Also they developed two chemistry courses in computer

programming and numerical methods - one in the freshman year and one
associated with physical chemistry.

Following that SMU instituted a minor in computer and information

sciences where the chemistry major, starting with the third semester, can take

a CIS course every semester. The students in that CIS minor take about 130

semester hours and are still certifiable as having completed an ACS/CPT

approved program whereas their colleagues who take the regular certifiable

chemistry program need take only about 120 semester hours.

Graduates of the CIS-minor-augmented bachelor's degree in Chemistry

program can go to graduate school in chemistry or in computer science.

The goals of that program are as follows:

(a) Provide students with more flexible career options

(b) Recruit more and better chemistry majors

(c) Encourage chemistry faculty colleagues to broaden skills
(d) Increase number of CIS minors

(e) Make feasible 'bailout' frail the CIS minor at any time.

The most inspired part of SMU program is the creation of a new

freshman course, a one-semester-hour seminar on computer science as a

discipline. Students come to college full of excitement about entering the
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Information Age yet they have only vague and uneven impressions of just what

is really going on. The canonical course in computer programming many

colleges require of their incoming freshmen usually serves only to acculturee

the student to the local computing environment - and even then the students do

not make serious use of the computer until their upper division chemistry
courses. With that seminar the students are able to see that they can major

in an established substantive discipline and still get deeply into operating

system, utilities and applications computer software as well as computer
architecture.

The Division of Chemical Education, on the other hand, has ar active

Committee on Canpui srs in Chemical Education (with a quarterly C.C.CE.

Newsletter now in itt: eighth year) as well as significant coverage of

computers in education via articles in the ACS Journal of Chemical Education.

The ACS Journals Department:, rather than the individual technical divisions,

publishes the some 20 ACS technical journals - all with refereed articles.

The Journal of Analytical Chemistry occasionally includes tutorials on aspects

of computers in chemistry ranging from laboratory networking to scientific

wordprocessors.) The C.C.C.E. conducts many regional and national work shops
for high school and college chemistry teachers on computers in chemical
education.

At the forthcoming KS National Mr Aing in Chicago in September the

Division of Chemical Eduction is conducting a Symposium on Writing Across

the Curriculum. A special effort will be made via the Division of Computers

in Chemistry to demonstrate the machine-based aids to analysis of English text
coming to be available. Out of IWO-Bell Laboratories has come the Writer's
Workbench(tm), a collection of programs which analyse English text from the

perspective of Strtnk and White's Memento 91 Style. Sentence parsing
algorithms make further enhance:netts possible. Derivatives of that system
now are available which run on common personal computers. The timing of those

developments is quite good for chemistry curricula as the complaint most often

heard by ACS /CPT about new bachelor's degreed persons in chemistry is that

they have poor communication skills. Access to Diglish :ext analysis tools

means that chemistry professore can assign writing projects such that the

mechanics of using the English language can be analysed by the machine and the

chemistry professor can deal with the substantive part of the composition.

CE the 580 schools in the U.S. with ACS/CPT approved chemistry

departments 125 have chemical engineering departments which must be served.

That follows because the AlChE requires that undergraduate chemical

engineering majors take their chemistry courses, through physical chemistry,

from the chemistry department. In order to have good communication between

those two groups there are occasional joint meetings: the most recent such
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happened in Mardi of 1984 focussed on the content of undergraduate
physical chemistry courses. That three -day retreat involved six physical
chemists from industry and academe and six chemical engineers also from

industry and academe. In addition Peter Atkins and Gilbert Castellan were

present as they are authors of widely used physical chemistry textbooks.

Called out for special attention at that Invitational Workshop was the impact

of the computer. That workshop represents yet another cooperative effort

between the several sectors of the chemistry establishment with a vested
interest, namely; CPT and the Divisions of Chemical Education, Industrial and

Engineering Chemistry and Physical Chemistry.

Another phenomenon affecting education of chemists because of the advent

of the computer is that numerical methods now can be applied to solution of

chemical problems at a much earlier level than hitherto. The Mathematical
Association of America has a panel on service courses which has been meeting

with representatives of those disciplines whose majors take several lower

division mathematics courses to determine just how the sequence and emphases

of concepts should be revised. last January two representatives of the ACS

Chemanetrician and a Theoretical Chemist) met with that panel. The

(primarily numerical) methods identified for that MAA panel as being basic to
the practice of chemistry were:

(a) Numerical solution of transcendental equations

03) Simultaneous linear equations
(c) Regression analysis

(d) Numerical integration

(e) Numerical solution of differential equations

(f) Eigenvalue/eigenvectcc problems.

Further and more structured interactions are being planned.

There are sane 7,000,000 known chemical substances whose syntheses have

been described in the literature and that number is increasing at the rate of

about 7,000 per week. Accordingly undergraduate chemistry majors need to
learn about corresponding computer-based chemical information resources. They
need to become sensitive to the need to transform a three-dimensional simply-
connected molecular diagram to a string of characters and to do that in a

manner which facilitates searching through a corresponding data base. In
order to address that issue the ICS has had the Chemical Abstracts Service

develop a College Plan whereby, on a sliding scale depending on size of the

school and the kind of utilization, a substantial discount is available for

both the printed version of Chemical Abstracts and CAS ObL1NE (the latter

outside of peak hours at a 90% discount). At this point in time there are
over 290 active accounts from 173 participating schools. Also the 'XS Division
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of Chemical Information - yet another ACS technical division - has prepared a
comprehensive and current bibliography on literature searching for interested
schools.

Up until recently the ACS had been the only major scientific discipline-
focussed society in the U.G.A. with a bachelor's degree approval program. In
1980 the ICS/CPT approval program was presented to the President of the
Association for Computing Machinery as a model for a similar program for
undergradate programs in computer science. That act started a series of
events which led to the creation of the Computing Sciences Accreditation Board
in July, 1984. Thus standards are being introduced into undergraduate
computer science education. That affects undergraduate chemistry education as
magi chemistry departments require their undergraduate majors to take a
computer science course. Indeed, as noted above, a few departments of
chemistry already have created a computational chemistry option or co-major.

A related event, following an initiative by a member of the ACS/CPT in
1981, was the creation ty The College Board of an Advanced Placement Exam and
corresponding course outline in Computer Science. That one-year college-level
course was first introduced in fall, 1983, and on 10 May, 1984, 4,300 high
school students from 915 high schools (of the 23,000 in the US) took the
AP/CS Exam. Half again that number took the second such exam on 9 May 85
across the U.SA. The number of participating high schools also increased (by
404). PASCAL is the AP/CS language of choice. Thus standards are being
introduced into computer science education in high schools and that is bound
to affect the high school education in computer science of college-bound
students (of the caliber desirable as 'feedstock' for the chemistry
e.tabliehment).

Unfortunately, introduction of computer-based enhancements to chemical
problem solving in the undergraduate program tend to happen primarily at the
upper division level. Thus incoming freshmtn, stimulated by their focussed
computer science education and a general awareness they will live as part of
the Information Age, are not likely to discover in time to become chemistry
majors that chemistry is probably the richest scientific discipline with
respect to the range and depth of computer use.

The most critical need with regara to attracting better students to
chemistry careers at this point in time is articulation of the feeder schools
with college chemistry curricula, particularly through incorporation of non-
trivial computer-based enhancements to the practice of chemistry into the
lower division courses - especially the first year chemistry courses.
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Chemists most proninert in research are the persons looked to as role
models and for leadership in the practice of chemistry. They are the moat
visible exemplars of the intellectual achievements possible in that central -

and extending - science of chemistry. The education of future chemists is too

important to leave to chemistry educators alone. Hence the 'E' standing next

to the 'R' in ICCCRE.
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American Chemical Society Committee on Professional Training
Appendix to the October 83 Guidelines for Approval of Bachelor's
Degree Programs.

COMPUTERS IN CHEMISTRY

(Prepared with the Help of the ACS Division of Computers in Chemistry)

Computers and computer-aided technology have become an integral part of many
aspects of modern chemistry. Interactions of chemists with computerized infor-
mation retrieval services, computer-aided problem analysis, automated analytical
instrumentation, and expanding applications of chemometrics are becoming more

and more prevalent. The great versatility and availability of microcomputers
makes the cost of hardware and software a minimum barrier to incorporation of
computer-based lAstructIon and enhancement into the undergraduate curriculum.

I. TOPICAL OUTLINE

The topics and concepts listed represent goals in a rapidly developing

field. They range from introductory topics already an integral part
of many programs to other topics where recent developments are chang-
ing so fast that courses will have to be updated regularly as develop-
ment occurs. The appendix material for Analytical Chemistry and
Chemical information Retrieval should also be consulted. For example,
note that items such as C and D may be appropriate for advanced
instrumental courses.

A. Introduction: capabilities and properties of digital computers;
accuracy and precision; significance of numbers; error
accumulation; the floltinvpoilt number system; design of
algorithms; selection of appropriate hardware and software resour-
ces for a particular application (mainframe v5. minicomputers vs.
microcomputers); user interaction with dedicated systems vs.
general purpose systems; computer-assisted technical writing.

B. Programing: operating systems - CP/M. UNIX; high level languages
- BASIC, FORTRAN, PASCAL. C; assembly language.

C. Hardware interfacing: digital logic; transducers; A/D and D/A
converters; close-loop control.

D. Data Collection, Manipulation, and Display: ensemble averaging;
digital smoothing; samplinj theory; the Fourier transform; fast
Fourier transform; apodization;atiasing; convolution and
deconvolution; auto- and cross-correlation; data base management;
graphics.

E. Numerical Methods: integration; solution of differential
equations; linear algebra (e.g., matrix manipulations, linear
equations solutions); combinatorics; pseudo-random number gener-
ation for Monte Carlo calculations; modeling and simulation (e.g.,
molecular dynamics, molecular conformational analysis); quantum
chemistry; reaction dynamics; statistical mechanics.

F. Non-Numerical Methods: focus on abstract information-processing
tasks; molecular structure representation; molecular model
building; experimental design feasibility and optimization; pat-
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tern recognition; searching of bibliographic and spectral data
banks; substructure searching; applications of mathematical graph
theory; expert knowledge-based artificial intelligence systems.

G. -nhlcs: function and data displays; Interactive molecular
stru..% -e display.

II. SAMPLE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS

The following questions are samples taken from examinations which have
been given in college and university chemistry departments.

1. Define or explain the following terms: floating-point number
system; inverted file; registration of chemical ccapounds;
simplex; algorithm; heuristic; spline fit; Gaussian distribution.

2. Describe with several examples -ihe Wiswesser linen notation (WIN)
for representing chemical structures. Describe and give an
example of a connection table representation of a chemical
structure. What is the Morgan algorithm?

3. illustrate how a first-order differential equation can be solved
numerically.

4. How are random numbers generated by computers? Cite a source of
truly random numbers frcm nature. What advantages do computer-
generated random numbers have over truly random numbers?

5. What are the general properties of iterative numerical methods
that are necessary to make them useful?

6. In "travelling salesman" problems, why is it necessary to search
for adequate rather than optimal solutions?

7. Give the general form of the error function that is minimized in
least squares curve fitting. How is it minimized? Is the result
unique when a linear function Is used? Wy?

8. What :s a chi - squared test, and how can it be used?

111. RESOURCE MATERIALS

The ACS Division of Computers in Chemistry organized and sponsored
a symposium on cc, .)uters in undergraduate chemistry. The proceedings
are being published by Wiley-Interscience in 1984 under the title,
"Computer Education of Cilemists." Several of the chapters describe
how colleges and universities have responded to the challenge of the
rapid introduction and deployment of the computer in the undergraduate
chemistry program.
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